Introduction
Batch signature is a cryptographic tool for signing multiple messages at a time with a cost of single signing. Until now three batch signing techniques have been proposed in [1] , [6] and [2] . Among them, two schemes, in [1] and [6] , are generic techniques whose basic idea is to compress given messages using cryptographic hash function and to sign it using well-known signature schemes such as DSA [5] and Schnorr's signature [7] . A difference between two techniques is the way to compress messages. One method concatenates hash of given messages and hashing it once more. Another method constructs a hash tree for given messages based on the Merkle tree. A verifier computes the compressed message when he verifies a batch signature. Differ from the generic constructions, in [2], a specific batch signature is proposed based on RSA, which computes a signature for many messages and separates the signature into distinct signatures for each message. In this case, a signer uses several public keys, and the number of public keys corresponds to the size of batch.
Above-mentioned techniques do not allow a signer to generate a batch signature for sequentially asked signing queries. To fully enjoy the merit of batch signature, a requester should wait until sufficient requests are accumulated, but it makes the communication inefficient. We define a batch signature as flexible if a signer can generate a batch signature for sequential requests without a waiting period. The existing batch signing techniques are not flexible, and so they can not fully enjoy the merit of batch signing for sequentially given requests. In [4], a fast DLP-based signing strategy is proposed which generate many signature efficiently by computing many exponentiations simultaneously. Though the technique can generate several signatures simultaneously, it is not a batch signature but a batch exponentiation technique which efficiently computes multiple exponentiations by computing them simultaneously.
In this letter, we propose a flexible batch signature which requires one exponentiation for six sequential signing requests, and one multiplication for each request. Since our signature is flexible, on average, a signer can respond to sequentially asked requests within 41 multiplications. Moreover, our scheme use a fixed base, and so we can respond to a signing query within 23 multiplications by adopting the comb-method [3] . We also propose a variant of our scheme using well-known Merkle tree. Though the cost of verification increases, our batch signatures can be useful for an imbalanced communication since they are flexible. One example is the applications for low power devices such as mobile phone and PDA which have limited electric power. In this case, it is important to reduce the use of electric power. If a low power device generates a signature using flexible batch signature to prove its identity, they can reduce the amount of power used for generating an authentication data. Another example is the server application where the server should generate huge amount of signatures for its clients. If the server uses a flexible batch signature, it can respond to the requests asked by its clients more promptly.
New Batch Signatures
We provide a flexible batch signature scheme and a variant of it. Recall that, by a flexible batch signature, we mean that it provides batch signing for n sequential requests as n-batch signature without a waiting period. We propose a signature which provides flexible batch signing for multiple messages. We describe the signature for the case where two messages are sequentially requested, i.e., we describe a 2-batch signature.
Setup(k): Let p be a prime number such that q1|p-1 and q2|p-1 for two primes q1 and q2 where q1=q2|=k for some security parameter k. Let g1 and g2 be two generators of order q1 and q2, respectively. Let g=gk11gk22 (mod p), where k1=q-12 (mod q1) and k2=q-11 (mod q2). 
Efficiency
In Table 1 , we compare two proposed signatures with SCS and existing DLP-based batch signatures, SBS and TBS. We also compare our schemes with the signing technique based on BEXP, since its purpose is similar to a batch signature.
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Step We store and reuse a random r, and a private key can be revealed if the random is exposed to and adversary. Hence, r should be securely stored, and this may cause the implementation more complicate. To solve this problem, we derive (6k+k')-bit random string from the seed and use the least significant k'-bit of the random string to encrypt r. Note that, an adversary who obtains the ciphertext can not recover r, and so a long-term secret does not revealed.
Conclusion
In this letter, we proposed a flexible batch signature scheme and a variant of it, FBS1 and FBS2, respectively. Our schemes suit for imbalanced communication applications such as low power device applications and a server application where it responds to huge amount of signing requests asked by clients. , vol.435, pp. 239-252, 1989 .
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